




























Presidents Report – March 14th, 2024 
Baxter & Woodman – IC Trail & Welter Rd. – I received the cost estimates for ditch 
regrading & restoration for both IC Trail & Welter Road.  I am being told that water on 
the pavement is the major contributor to the breakdown of certain parts of both 
roadbeds.    We will need external funding to complete the entire project, but I would like 
to move forward with the initial engineering for IC Trail (est. $52,100) at this time.   

Midwest Warning Systems LLC – Midwest Warning Systems is a very young 
company. What they were offering was very enticing as it kept aged equipment from 
being put into a landfill and offered smaller municipalities an option at a much-reduced 
cost.  In various conversations with the operations manager though, we had two 
different views on used equipment vs refurbished.   That and their refusal to warranty 
the siren, even though we were paying for a refurbished siren made me uneasy to move 
forward with Midwest Warning Systems.  On Friday 2/16 I canceled the order.  

Braniff Communications, Inc. – I spoke with Jeff at Braniff Communications (mfg. rep 
for Federal Signal) and he gave me a quote for a new tornado siren with battery back-
up ($38,506).  A generator back-up is about $3000 less, but we would have to find a 3rd 
party to service the generator.  The siren has a 40-year life expectancy, has a four-mile 
coverage, can be actuated by NOAA, manually from Village Office, or via a cellular 
device.  They do everything including installation.  All inclusive maintenance contract is 
around $700 a year with an annual charge of $1300 service fee for Cloud and cellular 
hook ups.  All surrounding municipalities use Braniff Comm. for their tornado sirens.  

As an update to questions from the Committee of the Whole, the treated wood pole is 
used in 95% of all installations.  The composite, concrete, and steel poles offered are 
only 50ft in length (as opposed to 55 ft).  Composite pole would be an upcharge of 
$8600, concrete would be $9600, and a steel pole with a concrete pier would be 
$18,800. 

To add remote monitoring to the quote would be an upcharge of $2800 and a $36 
monthly charge.  

Most other municipalities take out insurance on their tornado sirens in case of damage. 

Kane County Forest Preserve – I had a sit-down meeting with Jennifer Rooks-Lopez 
(Chief of Planning & Land Management) and Ben Haberthur (Executive Director) on a 
variety of topics including: inter-governmental agreement to place our new tornado siren 
on Forest Preserve property, inter-governmental agreement to share costs on a 
expanded trail head (larger parking lot, picnic shelter, permanent bathrooms), land swap 
to make more land available to us if we decide to develop, timeline for creating the 
prairie and wetlands proposed for the Virgil Forest Preserve, and paving the Great 
Western Trail.   



Rt 47 widening and a bypass – The mayors from Lily Lake & Burlington informed me 
that the state was planning on widening Rt 47 from I-88 to I-90 to four lanes.  This would 
be very problematic for Elburn and somewhat for Lily Lake.  They stated that they are 
suggesting a by-pass that would follow the gas lines about ½ mile to our east.   That 
would be very problematic for Virgil.  I reached out to Sen Dave Syverson who looked 
into the matter.  He said that it is still in the very early planning stages (at least 20 years 
out) and that no real bypass is being discussed at this time.  I also reached out to 
CMAP (Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning) and the Kane County Highway 
Department. 

Lily Lake Easter Egg Hunt – Lily Lake is putting on their first annual Easter Egg Hunt 
Saturday March 30th at 10:30 AM.  It will be held at the park next to the Village Hall. Lily 
Lake would welcome and appreciate everyone's participation to make this a rousing 
success.  

IC Trail Bridge – I had sent our request for funding letter to IDOT and have received an 
acknowledgement.  They are aware of our request and we are in the queue.  Currently 
IDOT is still sharing the cost for critical infrastructure on an 80/20 basis.  Next step is to 
form a selection committee to choose a consultant to undertake the project.  Choosing a 
consultant is required by law when engineering fees total more than $40,000 and are 
using federal funds.  Once we have our selection committee, we will need to write up 
our Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) policy to select a consultant to undertake the 
project (someone like Baxter & Woodman).  There are a variety of QBS policies and 
procedures that we need to adhere to, or be disqualified and we won’t get the federal 
funds.  Then lastly, we will need to draft our Request for Quote for the project.  The 
consultant will do most of that.   
 

 
 

  


